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This joke book is sure to tickle your funny bone!Why is it hard to play cards in the jungle?-There are

too many cheetahs.What's a pirate's favorite letter?-Aaarrr!What time is it when an elephant sits on

your fence?-Time to get a new fence.These hilariously simple jokes will have beginning readers

rolling on the floor with laughter.
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Delivered quickly, cute jokes. Bought it for my five year old and he thinks they are funny jokes. They

have pictures on each page which makes it more fun for the young kids. I liked it for the price, so did

my son. I would recommend.

My students loved these jokes! They can't read well enough to read all the words, but they could

definitely read SOME, and that made them proud. They then proceeded to memorize it, which is an

important step to learning to read! Thank you. :D

The book is good but DO NOT BUY THE KINDLE VERSION!! It is a complete disaster. there is no

way to view it other than two pages at a time and only upright which means half the screen is blank



while the book is on the other half with microscopic print. The books comes with a handy warning

that says you can enlarge the text but it is a total pain. I am going to see if I can return it. What a jip.

My first grader is very stubborn about reading at night. I found this simple book of age appropriate

jokes really had her excited to read! She was going around to everyone in the house reading her

new joke book to them.

This is hardly a book. It is probably 1/16 of an inch thick and only has one joke every 2 pages.

Having said that, my nephew loves it and I've enjoyed watching him read me the jokes from it. I

doubt it will lasts long enough for his younger sister to enjoy it, but I'd consider buying it again for

her when she is older.

My grand children love reading the jokes and punch-lines. They are delighted when they "get it."

Good to hear laughter when learning to read. The only problem: they've read it so many times, now

they recite it, rather than take the effort to actually read. I think that's a win.

What a joy! Was able to read this to a 6 year old and see his mind work to come up with the

answers. He entertained the grown ups at a picnic the following weekend by asking his favorite

riddles from the book.

We checked this book out from our library and everyone enjoyed it. What did one snow man say to

the other snow man?, was my personal favorite.
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